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A~traet. LCF is the logic of computable (read 'continuous') functionals, where continuity 
means the preservation of sups I ],~,o xn of to-chains (xn)~,,, in to-cpo's P with least demem ±. 
Most important sups have the form i~xf(x) = [ I,~,,ff(Z) and are given continuously by the least 
fixed point operator Y. Consequently, Scott's induction axiom (Vf)[R(f, ±) ^  
Vx[R(f, x) ~ R(f,f(x))] ~ R(f, Yf)] is valid for certain relations R _ [P-~ P] x P, such as those 
satisfying the condition (*): (Vf){x: R(f, x)} is closed under to-sups. Given a relation R, we ask 
whether the obviously sufficient condition (*) is also necessary for R to satisfy Scott's induction 
axiom. Our main result shows that (*) is not a necessary condition, even for sets X ~_ P (where 
R(f, x )~x  ~ x). 
As a consequence of certain definability and ettectiveness a pects of the main result, we also 
show that some rather interesting classes of ~o-cpo's can be finitely axiomatized in the language 
of LCF. 
Introduction 
LCF is the logic of computable (read 'continuous') functionals as formalized in 
the simple theory of types. Here, continuity means the preservation of sups [._J,~,~ x. 
of to-chains (x,),~., in to-cpo's P (i.e., in partially ordered sets P in which the sups 
of to-chains always exist) with partial order _ and least element ±. 
Most important sups have the form 
axf(x)- II f'(±) 
rl ~ to  
and are given continuously by the least fixed point operator Y. 
Consequently, Scott's induction axiom 
(V f ) [R( f ,  ±)  ^  Vx  [R( f ,  x)-~ R( f , f (x ) ) ]~ R( f ,  Yf)] 
is valid for certain (and we do not know exactly which) relations R ~ [P-~ P] x P, 
such as those satisfying the condition 
(*) (Vf){x: R(f, x)} is closed under w-sups. 
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In fact, verifying condition (*) has been a popular method for proving that certain 
definable R's satisfy Scott's induction axiom [2]. This naturally gives rise to the 
question as to whether this method is complete. Put differently: given a relation R, 
we ask whether this obviously sufficient condition (*) is also necessary for R to satisfy 
Scott's induction axiom. 
Our main result (Theorem 1.1) shows that (*) is not a necessary condition, even 
for sets X_c P (where R(f, x),->x~X). A topologically interesting special case 
arises when we assume that X is downward closed (and nonempty). In this case 
our question becomes 
Scott-closed =Scott-inductive? 
(Scott-closed =downward closed and closed under co-sups). The answer to this 
general question is again no (see Corollary 1.2). 
However, the answer becomes yes if we assume that P is algebraic (Theorem 1.3). 
These observations leave open the possibility of interesting operations a, say 
defined on sets, such that 
X is Scott-inductive~ a(X)  is closed under co-sups, 
or  
X is dosed under co-sups,-> a(X)  is Scott-inductive. 
Such operations are provided in Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, and, for the Scott-dosed 
case, by Corollary 1.4. (However, we regard Theorem 1.5 as logical sleight of hand 
and quite useless.) 
Section 1 below will provide the principal results of the paper, while Section 2 
will be devoted to the definability and effectiveness a pects of the principal results. 
In Section 3 we shall consider some consequences of the definability of closure 
under co-sups and related notions. In particular, some rather interesting classes of 
co-cpo's can be finitely axiomatized in the language of LCF. One particularly striking 
example is the class of all posets order-isomorphic to a weakly Mahlo cardinal. 
1. Relations between being Scott-inductive and closed under oJ-sups---the main result 
Our first and main result is a negative one: it proves that condition (*) on a 
relation R is not necessary for R to satisfy the Scott induction axiom (see 
Introduction). 
Given an ¢o-cpo P and X c_ p, we say that X is Scott-inductive if 
(Vf)[± X ^ (Vx)(x X--, f(x) X)--, Yf x], 
i.e., if R defined by R(f, x )~ x ~ X satisfies the Scott induction axiom; we say that 
X is closed under co-sups if it is closed (in P) under the formation of sups of co-chains. 
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Remark. We have not studied the connection between R(f,  x) satisfying the Scott 
induction axiom and R(f,  x) being a Scott-inductive subset of the w-cpo [P  ~ P] x P, 
except for the particular case of X ^ used in Theorem 1.7. 
Theorem 1.1. There are an w-cpo P and ± ~ X ~_ P, such that X is Scott-inductive but 
not closed under m-sups. 









with [__J V = T, w many 'horizontal' m-chains 
Hi = hio ~- hil ~ " • " r hin ~ " • • with L] Hi = vi, 
and a set S of special elements. For each partial function a : w --> w there is an s,~ ~ S 
whose immediate predecessors are the hi,~(o's (i s w) (see Fig. 1). 
Claim 1. P is an w-cpo. 
Proof. Suppose A = (ai)iE,o is an infinite w-chain in P. W.l.o.g., we may assume 
± # ao, so A _ Vu Ui~o, Hi. Then there exists a j  s w such that A c_ Vw I-lj. If A n V 
is finite, then A c~ ~ is infinite and [._] A =Vk for some k ~>j. Otherwise A c~ V is 
infinite, so L] A = T. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). Let X :=P- (T} .  (Note that X is downward 
c losed- -see  Corollary 1.2.) We shall now show that X is Scott-inductive. Suppose it 
is not, i.e., there is an fE [P ->P]  such that ( '¢x~X) f (x )eX ,  but i~x f (x )=Te~X.  
For every i ~ w let ai :=f~+l(±) and A := {ai: i E w}. We have A _c X. 
Claim 2. A is cofinal in V. 
Proof. By the proof of Claim 1, A c~ V is infinite. [] 
Let n ~ w be the smallest integer such that an ~ V. Let vn, = an+i for every i ~ w. 
Claim 3. I f  no <<- k and no < l, then f(h~) ~ Hz (j ~ w). 
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Fig. 1. P and the behavior o f f  (symbolized by --~). 
Proof. Since ±~--hkj, we have ±r-ao=f(_l.)~_f(hkj), and aoE_V~o. But, if no<l, h~,~ 
(m e to) and v~ ohave a greatest lower bound of ±. [] 
Claim 4. There exists a partial a" to --> to such that, for each j ~ to, n~ ~ dom(a) and 
f (  hn,~(n,)) = v,,+,. 
Proof. Let i e to. Since vn, = [-Ji~,~ h~,j, we have vn, ~- v,,+, = [__Jjeo~f(hn,j) by continuity. 
Now the set {h,, , j : (3k<~no)f(h,w)eHk} must be finite since v,,o r" v,,,+ ,. Thus, by 
Claim 3, {h,,,~:f(h,w)~ V} is cofinite in H,,. Hence, an a(ni) exists such that 
f(h~,~(~,)) = v,,+, since there are no nontrivial limits on V. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). We have proved that (Vi ~ to)Vn,+, =f(h,,~(n,)). 
Since (Vi ~ to)h,,~(,,)_ s~, we obtain, by monotonicity, that (Vi ~ to)v,,+, =f(hn,~(n,)) 
f (s~).  Sof(s,~) = T~ X, which contradicts he choice of f (s ince s~ ~ X, butf(s~) ~ X). 
Therefore, X must be Scott-inductive. [] 
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A more symmetric example for an oJ-cpo P1 and X1 _ P1 which is Scott-inductive 
but not closed under to-sups is illustrated in Fig. 2. (However, the asymmetry of 
the above example--see Fig. 1--will be exploited in Section 2.) P~ consists of a top 
element T, a bottom element _L, to many to-chains 
V~=v,or-V~jr=-'''r-v~n r - ' ' "  with[ [V~=T( i~to)  
and a set S := {s,~ ] a : to--> to is a partial function} of special elements such that 
the immediate predecessors of each s~ are the hi~(i)'s ( ie  to)--see Fig. 2. Now 
X, := P , -{T} .  
Recall from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that the set X _c p given there was downwards 
closed. So, in fact, Theorem 1.1 proves more than it actually states. 
Corol lary 1.2. There are an to-cpo P and a downward closed X c_ p such that X is 
Scott-inductive but X is not closed under to-sups (and hence, not Scott-closed). 
Next, we would like to see whether estricting ourselves to algebraic o-cpo's turns 
our results into positive ones or not. 
f ~ T J 
• ° •""" ."" " i "°°° ° " ° . 
~ - ~  . 
"\ \ : - • 
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Fig. 2. PI and the behavior o f f  (symbolized by --~). 
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A poset P is called algebraic i f  each p c P is a sup of an to-chain of finite elements, 
where e c p is finite if, whenever e=__ I In~o, Pn for an to-chain (Pn)n~,o, e Epn for some 
n~to .  
Theorem 1.3. Let P be an algebraic to-cpo and let X c_ p be downward closed. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is Scott-closed (Le., downward closed and closed under to-sups); 
(2) X is Scott-inductive. 
ProoL W.l.o.g., we can assume X # 0. 
(1 --> 2) is obvious. 
(2--> 1): Suppose .J_ = ao= al E.  • • = an ~-" • • is an to-chain in X with a,o = I In~o, an. 
Since X is downward dosed, by the standard iagonal construction, we may assume 
that each an is finite. Define f :  P-~ to + 1 by 
f (p )  = sup{A c to + 1 : ax Ep} (p c P), 
g:to + 1 --> P by g(A ) = a l+a (A ~ to + 1) and h: P--> P by h = g o f. We shall prove that 
f and therefore h, is continuous. 
Clearly, f is monotone. Suppose p = I In~o, Pn for some to-chain (Pn)n~,o in P. We 
need to show that f (p )  ~ [_J,~,f(p,). First, suppose that f (p )  = to, so ao, c_p. Then 
(Vn)(3m)an Epm, so to = I In~,, sup{;t ~ to + 1 : ax -----Pn} andf (p )  = [ln~o,f(Pn). Next, 
suppose that f (p )  = n c to. Then (:lm)an Epm, SO n <~ I Im~,o sup{X C to + 1 : aA Ep,,,} 
and f(p)<~L_lm~o,f(pm). 
Note that h(p) = ao, <--> a~ E p. I f  (:Ix c X)h(x)  = ao,, then a,o c X since X is down- 
ward dosed. Otherwise, (Vx ~ X)h(x )~ X, so ao, = tzxh(x)~ X. Thus, X is closed 
under to-sups. [] 
In the Introduction, we have proposed to find interesting operations a, say defined 
on sets, such that 
X is Scott-inductive ~-~ a (X) is closed under to-sups, 
or  
X is closed under to -supso a(X)  is Scott-inductive. 
In the following we provide such operations, the first one following immediately 
from Theorem 1.3. The second operation (see Theorem 1.5) has the virtue of taking 
subsets of P to subsets of P and has the defects mentioned in the Introduction. 
The third operation (see Theorem 1.7) is the most i l luminating of the three, although 
it does not have the virtue of the second. But first a definition: given an ¢o-cpo P, 
let P,o be the to-completion of P preserving no nontriviai sups of v-chains. Now, 
Theorem 1.3 can be applied to general P's by passing to Po,. Notice that the 
to-completion P,o is algebraic. 
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Corollary 1.4. Suppose P is an to-cpo and X c_ p is downward closed. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) X is Scott-closed; 
(2) the downward closure of X in Po, is Scott-inductive (in P~,). 
Given an X _~ P, we define 
X '~ := {p e P :  (Vf)(((Vx e X) f (x )  e X)  -> Izxf(x) ¢ p)}. 
Notice that if X is Scott-inductive, then X w X # = P. 
Theorem 1.5. Let P be an to-cpo and let X c_ p with ± e X. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) X is Scott-inductive; 
(2) X u X # is closed under to-sups. 
Proof. (1 --> 2): Suppose that ± = ao r- al r - . . .  r-- a, E.  • • is an to-chain in X w X * 
with a = Lingo, an. If a ~ X #, then (=lf)(Vx e X) f (x )  e X and i~xf(x) = a, so, since 
X is Scott-inductive, a e X. Thus, X u X # is closed under to-sups. 
(2 --> 1): Suppose that (Vx e X) f (x )  e X. Then, { f ' (±)  : n e to} c X _ X u X ~, so 
i~xf(x) e X w X "~. Thus, i txf(x) e X. [] 
Given an to-cpo P, Q _ P is said to have almost every inf if 
(a) whenever X c_ Q is bounded from below in Q, inf  X exists in P and belongs 
to Q, and 
(b) there are B1 , . . . ,  Bn_ Q such that whenever X_  Q is not bounded from 
below in Q, there is an i, 1 ~< i ~< n, such that X and Bi are coinitial. 
To prove now our last theorem in this section, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.6. Let P be an to-cpo and suppose that Q c_ p is bounded from above by some 
element T, and, of course, from below by ±. Suppose also that Q is closed under to-sups 
and has almost every inf. Then there exists an f e [ P-> P] which is a retract of P onto 
Qw{±, T}. 
Proof. We define f by f (p )= in f{qeQ:pEq} for every peP ,  where we define 
inf~ = T and inf X = ± whenever X has no lower bound in Q. Clearly, f (q )  = q for 
every q e Q u {_L, T}. Moreover, f is monotone. Suppose that p,~ = LJn~,, pn for some 
to- chain (pn)n ~,~- We must prove that f (p~) =__ LJ n~ ~ f (p , ) .  Suppose first that for some 
n e to, {qe Q:p,,Eq}=t~. Then f(p~,) =T= L J ,~f (p , ) .  Thus, we may assume that 
for all n e to, {q E Q :pn -- q} # ~- Next, suppose that for some N ~ to,~'74cq e Q :pN E q} 
is bounded from below in Q. Then, for all A such that N~A ~to, {qe Q:p~,Eq} is 
bounded from below in Q. Hence, p~, E II,,~,,f(p,,), so f(p,,,) E L.J,,~o,f(p,,). Finally, 
we may assume that for all n e to, {q e Q: p,_c q} is not bounded from below in Q. 
By the pigeonhole principle, there exists an i e to such that for infinitely many n e to, 
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{q ~ Q :p, E q} is coinitial with Bi. Thus, for all n s to and for all b e Bi, p, E b. Thus, 
for all b e Bi, Po, --- b. Hence, {q e Q : p~ ___ q} is not bounded from below in Q and 
f (P . , )=  ±=LJ .~o, f (Pn) .  [] 
Given again an to-cpo P and X_c P we define X^~ [P+ P] x P by 
X^(f,x)<-->f(x)eX ( fe [P+P] ,xeP) .  
Then we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is closed under to-sups; 
(2) X ^ is closed under to-sups (hence, it is Scott-inductive); 
(3) X ^ satisfies Scott's induction axiom. 
PI'ooL (1- .2):  I f  ( f , ,  x.).~,, is an to-chain in X ^, 
L.J (f,,, x,) : (,,?,,, f,,, [ I x, ) and ([__J f,, ) ( I I x,, ) = nL_J,f, (x, ). 
The latter is the sup of an to-chain in X. 
(2+1):  Fix f=  Ip. 
(1+ 3): Suppose X^( f  ±) and (Vx) (X^( f  x)+ X^( f f (x ) ) ) .  Then (f"(±)),~o, is 
an to-chain in X, so I.~xf(x)~ X. But f( l~xf(x))= t, xf(x), so X"( f  Izxf(x)). 
(3 + 1): Suppose Q = {a.+l : n ~ to} is an to-chain in X with [_] Q = ao,. Put ao = ± 
and T = ao, By Lemma 1.6, there exists an fe  [P + P] which is a retract of P onto 
Q u {±, T}. Now define g ~ [Q w {_1_, T}--> Q w {_1_, T}] by g(a•) = al+~ for every a e 
to + 1 and set h = g of. We have h(,l,) = al e X and whenever h(x) e X, h(h(x)) ~ X. 
Thus, since X ^ is Scott-inductive, h(l.txh(x))~ X. Thus, a~, ~ X. [] 
2. Definability and effectiveness aspects 
Of course, it is those definable relations R (see Introduction) which satisfy Scott's 
induction axiom that are of principal interest. As an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. There exists an LCF formula q~(x) such that q,(,l,)a 
(Vf)[('Cx)(q~(x) --> tp ( f  ( x ) ) ) --> ~p ( Yf) ] holds in every to-cpo (and this fact is intuitionisti- 
cally provable), but there exists an to-cpo P such that {p: P~tp(p)} is not closed under 
to-sups. 
ProoL Define Top(x)~-~ (Vy)(yE_x ^  x ~ ±), and 
Isolated(x) ~ (Vf)[(Vy)(y # x--, f (y)  # x) + Y f  # x]. 
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We set 
~o(y) ~ (::lx)(Top(x) ^ Isolated(x)) ~-aTop(y). 
Now it is easy to prove (intuitionistically) that ~ (±) and that ~p (y) is Scott-inductive. 
Now consider P and X of Theorem 1.1. Since X is Scott-inductive, P~Top(T) A 
Isolated(T). Thus, P~(Vy)(~(y)~-~-nTop(y)), so X={p:  P~(p)}  and X is not 
closed under to-sups. [] 
Unfortunately, the definable R's which satisfy Scott's induction axiom do not 
enjoy any nice closure conditions. 
Proposition 2.2. There exist LCF formulae £Pi(X) (i = 1, 2) such that 
q~i(±) A(Vf)[(Vx)(q~i(x)~q~(f(x)))~,(Yf)]  ( i= 1,2) 
holds in every to-cpo (and this fact is intuitionistically provable), but ~l(x) A ~2(x) 
fails to satisfy the Scott induction axiom in some ~o-cpo. 
ProoL Put 
01(x) ~ x=Z vTop(x) v(Vu)(VV)(X~_UAX~_V~U~VVVm_U), 
where Top(x) is as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 above, and define ~z(x)~ 
-aTop(x). For any formula X(X), define 
Ind(x(x)) ~ X(&)A(Vf)[(VX)(X(X)~X(f(x)))~x(Yf)]  
and 
F(x(x)) ~-~ (Ind(x(x))-~ X(x)) A (-alnd(x(x))-~ x= x). 
Finally, define tpi(x)~-~F(qJi(x)) for i= 1, 2. 
Now it is easy to see that for any formula X(x) it can be proved intuitionistically 
that Ind(F(x(x))) holds in every to-cpo. Consider now the to-cpo P of Theorem 
1.1. Because of the presence of the special elements in S, {pc P :  P~ ~l(p)} = Vu  
{±, T}, so {p e P :p~ ~l(p)  ^  ~2(P)} = Vw {±}, which is dearly not Scott-inductive. 
But we have already proved that {peP:P~O2(p)}=X is Scott-inductive, so 
P~ (Vx)(~l(x) ^ ~2(x)*-~ qJl(x) ^  ~2(x)). Thus, {p ~ P:  P~ ~(p)  ^  ~2(P)} is not 
Scott-inductive. [] 
It is easy to prove a similar proposition for v instead of ^. We leave this to the 
reader. The reader should compare Proposition 2.2 with [2, Section 5]. 
We shall now effectivize the example of Theorem 1.1. Suppose now in general 
that P = N and that _ is a r.e. relation. An fe  [P~ P] is here called computable if
the relation y E_f(x) is r.e. This notion of computable is quite generous. Here, X c_ p 
is called computably Scott-inductive i f± e X and, for all computable f, (Vx ~ X)f(x)  
X implies izxf(x) e X. 
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Proposition 2.3. There exists an r.e. ~ on N and a recursive X ~_ N such that X is 
computably Scott-inductive, but X is not closed under recursive co-sups. 
Proof. Consider the P and X of Theorem 1.1. We only need those s,~ c S for which 
satisfies.Claim 4 of the proof of Theorem 1.1 whenever f is computable. We shall 
construct such s~ by diagonalization. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that N has been partitioned into the 
following sets: 
{T, _L}, 
V={vi : ieN},  H~={hij:jeN} ieN,  
S={s~:e~hl}. 
We need to define ~. Of course E is to be a partial order with smallest element 
± and largest element T. Moreover, it should be clear how to define ~ on {T, ±} u Vw 
Ui~N Hi. It remains to extend _ to members of S. 
Let a be a total recursive numeration of all the binary r.e. relations, say, so that 
( : ln~N)(a(n)=(i , j ,  e)) ~ (i, j)~dom(q~) 
(see [3]). Begin the enumeration a(0), a(1) , . . ,  and proceed as follows: if , (n )  = 
(vi+l, hij, e) and Vm < n the second coordinate of a(m) is not of the form h~k, then, 
for 0 <~ k <~j, add hik E se. 
Clearly, the resulting _ is r.e. Now, put X = N-{T}. Then X is not closed under 
recursive to-sups. Now, suppose that f is computable, X is closed under f, and 
/~xf(x) = T. Pick e such that y~_f(x)~,(y, x)~ dom(q~e) and consider the proof of 
Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
If a(ni) is chosen as small as possible, then we have f(hn,~(n,))= vn,+,_~ V~,+I, so 
(vn,+l, hn,~(n,))~dom(cp,) and h,,~¢n,)Es,. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
f(s,)  =T, contradicting the choice of f. Therefore, X is computably Scott-induc- 
tive. [] 
3. Elementary classes of lmsets 
The proof of Theorem 1.7, in particular Lemma 1.6, has some interesting ~n-  
sequences. It turns out that a surprising number of interesting classes of to-cpo's 
can be finitely axiomatized in the language of LCF. We shall list here a sample. 
(I) Classes defined by finiteness properties: 
(1) finite posers, 
(2) posets of finite length (i.e., all chains are finite), 
(3) locally finite to-cpo's (i.e., all intervals are finite). 
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(II) Classes defined by chain existence properties: 
(1) well founded o~-cpo's (i.e., all descending chains are finite), 
(2) oJ-cpo's which are well partial orders (i.e., well founded without infinite 
antichains), 
(3) weakly Mahlo cardinals (see the definition of WM(x) later). 
(III) Classes defined by the existence of suprema nd infima: 
(1) complete lattices, 
(2) domains (i.e., all directed sets have sups), 
(3) algebraic ontinuous lattices. 
Here, we shall only verify I(1), II(2) and II(3). With respect o II(3) strc, nger 
statements could be made. As pointed out by Matt Kaufmann, there is a single LCF 
sentence which 'says' that _ has the order type of a strongly inaccessible cardinal, 
say A. But constructing such a sentence requires encoding all subsets of A by 
continuous functions and in this context such an encoding seems unnatural to us. 
For our purposes II(3) suffices. In particular, there is an LCF sentence (-alI(3)), 
which states a readily intelligible property of ~_ and whose validity depends on a 
delicate question in the semantics of set theory. 
Now define 
W(ell) F(ounded) 
~-> (Vf ) [ f# Ax. ± -> (:Ix ~ rng(f))(x # ± A (Vy e rng(f))(y # ± --> -ayr-x))]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let P be an w-cpo. Then P~ WF,-> P is well founded. 
Proof. (*-): WF says that every continuous f with a nontrivial range has a nontrivial 
minimal element in its range. 
(->): If P has an infinite descending chain Q = (q. ) .~,  then Lemma 1.6 applies 
with T=qo and BI , . . . ,  B. = Q. So there exists an f with rng(f)= Q u {±}. This 
contradicts the hypothesis that P~ WF. [] 
In order to say that P is a well partial ordering, we must say that P is well founded 
and P has no infinite antichains. Equivalently, we must say that P has no infinite 
ascending sequence of Scott-closed sets. So far we have made no use of the higher 
types available in the language of LCF. Now we shall. Define for X c [p-> p] 
WF(X) ~ (¥¢,)[rng(¢~)__X ^ q,¢ Afx.± 
(3f~ rng(~))( f  # Xx..1_ ^  (Vg ~ rng(~)) 
(g¢  Xx..1_ ~ ~g r--f))]. 
Set WP~--~ (Vx)WF({f: rng(f) ~ {±, x}}) 
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Proposition 3.2. Let P be an to-cpo. Then P ~ WP*-> P is well partially ordered. 
Proof. (~) :  Suppose P~-aWP.  Then, for some peP ,  p~- lWF({ f :mg( f )c  
{_L,p}}). From the proof of the previous proposition we see that X= 
{f : rng(f )  ~ {_L,p}} is not well founded. Thus, {{x: f (x)=. l_} : f~ X} contains an 
infinite ascending sequence, so P is not well partially ordered. 
(-->): Suppose (X,),~,, is an infinite ascending sequence of Scott-closed sets. Pick 
p # _1_ and define f .  (n ~ to) by 
1 i fx  ~ X,, 
f , (x )= P else. 
Then, for all n ~ to, f.+l r-f,, so P~ -qWF({f: rng(f) _ {_L, p}}). Hence, P~ -qWP. [] 
Now, define 
WC ~, (Vf ) [ Izx f (x)# _L --> (:lx s rng(f)) 
(x# la, uf(u) A (Vy e rng(f))(y # tzuf(u)-~ 7xr--y))]. 
It is easy to see, by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2, that 
P~ WC,'--> P has no infinite ascending chains. Put Fin*-> WP A WC. 
Proposition 3.3. Let P be an to-cpo. Then P ~ Fin ~ P is finite. 
Proof. By Ramsey's Theorem, P is infinite is equivalent to P has an infinite ascending 
chain, descending chain or antichain. [] 
For II(3) we need the following definitions: 
LO ~ (Vx) (Vy) (xEyvy~_x) ,  
Ord ~ WFALO, 
Succ(x, y) *-> x_y  A (VZ)(Xr= Zr--_.y -> X = Z V Z = y], 
Lim(x) ~ ~(::ly) Succ(y, x), 
Sup(X, x) *-~ (Vy ~ X) (y  _ x) A (Vz)[(Vy ~ X) (y  ~_ z) -~ x E z]. 
The meaning of the above should be obvious. We also define 
Normal(f ,y,  x) ~ (Vzr-" y ) ( f ( z ) rx )  A (Vu)(VV)(UmVEy-~ f (u )~- f (v ) )  
A (Vu)(Lim(u) A U r--y ~ Sup({f(v) : v r-- u}, f (u)) )  
A (VV~X)(:: iur--y)omf(v). 
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Suppose P ~ Ord and P~ Normal(f, p, q). Then f acts as a normal function from 
{u:u=p} to ~v: vr--q}, whose range is unbounded (see [1, p. 115]). Note that every 
normal a :{u: u=p}--,{v: vr--q} with unbounded range extends to an f~ [P-~ P] 
such that P~ Normal(f, p, q). 
Now, define 
Reg(x) ~-> (Vf)(Vy~_x)(Normal(f, y, x)-> p, zf(z)r-y). 
Suppose again P ~ Ord. If P ~ Reg(p), then {q : q r- p} has the order type of a regular 
ordinal >to (see [2, Section 2.7, p. 115] and note that we can assume 8 ~< a). 
Finally, we put 
WM(x) <-~ (Vf)(Vy___x)[Normal(f, y x) ~ (::lz~-y)(Reg(z) Af(z) = z)]. 
If P~ Ord and P~ WM(p), then {q:qr-p} has the order type of a weakly Mahlo 
cardinal (see [2, Section 3.1, p. 116]). 
By these we have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Let P be an oJ-cpo. Then P~Ord^ (3x)WM(x)*->P has the order 
type of an ordinal bigger than a weakly Mahlo cardinal. 
Open problems. (1) Is there a countable xample of an oJ-cpo P with a subset X _ P 
being Scott-inductive in P but not closed under ~o-sups? 
(2) Our original aim with the present paper was to give a semantic analysis of 
the Scott induction axiom. However, we do not believe that our analysis (in particular 
Theorem 1.7) is satisfactory. We regard giving a satisfactory analysis as the main 
open problem. 
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